
S U N S T O N E  

Why were the paintings left to me? I wonder But then, I know: 
To be a bridge between his world and mine. To be seen as 
a vehicle for understanding-not only the paintings and 

the Stations, their significance, but the painter and 
his significance. 

THE PAINTINGS, THE PAINTER, 

AND THE POET 
By Emma Lou Tnayne 

Pure resonance with suffering can recognize 
that human beings of whatever culture are not 
intrinsically different. Once experienced, it will 

alter everything from then on. 
-JOHN HOWARD GRIFFIN 

w ONDER. THAT'S WHAT HE DEALT IN. FROM 
painting to cooking to running to being in touch 
with the divine, wonder informed and moved 

him. It held him together, taught him to love, and drove him 
to an early death. It and loyalty made him magic as a friend. 

I met Paul Fini, a painter from the Chicago Art Institute, in 
April 1983 at the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts (vcCA). 
I would soon discover the instinct that clothed Paul in the 
mystical and would teach and intrigue me, although we dif- 
fered in age, upbringing, and lifestyle. Somehow we were part 
of a most unusual friendship in which I witnessed, and then 
became custodian of, his most powerful and private creation. 

That chilly first morning at VCCA while walking to my 
studio, I came across Paul leaning over the fence feeding his 
apple core to Sugar Daddy 

"Aren't you freezing?" I asked, rubbing the gelding's nose, 
and noticing Paul was wearing shorts that cold morning. 

"No. Not really. I need to use my body when I paint." 
"And what are you painting that takes that kind of input?" 
"The Fourteen Stations of the Cross," he said, referring to 

the events between Christ's sentencing and his burial. 
Paul added, "I have to huny. I promised to have them done 

by Easter-for a friend in New York. He died last november 
1995 of AIDS." 

AIDS. In 1983 that was a new word to me, and I had not an 
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idea what it might mean. From Utah, a Mormon wife and 
mother of five, I had come to V C ~ A  to work on my peace 
poems, living among fifteen other artists of all ages and demo- 
graphic backgrounds. . 

On that first morning Paul and I talked about his Stations 
paintings. I had just finished a book of poems and journal en- 
tries, Once in Israel, in which I'd written about the Stations I'd 
seen in Jerusalem. 

That same day 1 was called home because of a daughter's ill- 
ness. When I returned to Virginia, Paul met me at the door. He 
said he'd found Once in Israel in the library, cried as he read it, 
and could identify with every word. 

"What about your paintings of the Stations?" I asked. "Can I 
see them?" He had finished them and they had hung in the 
gallery on Easter-only on Easter. 

Before I even unpacked, he took me to his room, pulled 
them one at a time from under his bed where, large as they 
were-3 feet by 4 feet, almost life-size-they could lie flat. I 
couldn't have imagined or anticipated them, they were so un- 
like any depiction I had seen. I was overcome, following the 
pure emotion on the canvas. Pain, torment, and radiance- 
painted for his friend who had died of AIDS. 

I asked if I could take Paul's picture with any painting he 
chose. He agreed, but with a half smile that I remembered two 
weeks later when I called him in Chicago. "The photo didn't 
turn out," I said. "The only shot on the whole roll that didn't." 

Over the phone, I could feel that same smile. "1 knew it 
wouldn't," he said. Years later I would have professional slides 
made of the paintings-twice I tried; they wouldn't turn out 
either. 

I had glimpsed Paul's sense of the religious in the slides he 
presented at VCCA, showing icons, miniatures, studies of El 
Greco saints. We talked religiovhis Catholicism, my 
Mormonism. He particularly admired his friend, David, a 
riverboat captain on the Mississippi, for being a thirty-second 
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degree Mason. Also, Paul's master's thesis had developed 
through the studies and paintings he had done in Haiti. 
Religion for Paul was eclectic, not exclusive. Early in my stay, 
he asked to do a Tarot reading for me-another mystery 
Other residents toId me I was lucky, that Paul was selective in 
volunteering readings and very gifted. Only a november 1995 
before, they said, Paul had joined an astrologer, a palmist, and 
a handwriting expert in performing a "human installation" (a 
work of art that is not painting or sculpture) at the Chicago Art 
Institute, where he'd received his Master of Fine Arts degree. 
Patrons had lined up for a block waiting, and Paul had given 
eighty readings in a day Naturally I 
was curious. 

Paul dealt the cards. I selected 
and asked the questions-and was 
dumbfounded by his answers. For 
example, when I asked about a 
daughter he said, "She's frantic. Call 
her at once." I protested that this 
daughter was particularly fine. But 
when the reading was over, I 
phoned, and her first words were, 
"Mother, I'm so glad you called. 
This has been the most frantic week 
of my life!" 

I asked about my work and Paul 
told me my writing would begin to 
go well on the eighth day I no more 
counted days than clouds, but on 
the eighth day my typewriter clat- 
tered into action. 

"On your way home be careful of 
an extremity," he warned. Carrying 
a heavy suitcase through the airport, 
I would feel my shoulder give. Pain. 
Emergency surgery would remove 
staples put in two years earlier fol- 
lowing a ski accident. 
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P AUL FINI. Unique? In every 
way He was dark and handsome with a cropped beard 
and the bearing and slimness of a runner. He smiled 

like a Pavarotti and laughed when he hiked with ten of us in 
the Blue Ridge Mountains on a Sunday afternoon, or when he 
engineered a chef's crew to fix fettuccini for dinner. He never 
was not interested in my husband and family, my life. And he 
painted incessantly, prolifically 

During the next four years we ended up in the same colony 
three more times. For two years, he had been part-time cook at 
Ragdale in Lake Forest, just outside Chicago, and he urged me 
to come for a november 1995 to the prairie to write. A city boy, 
he was enthralled with the tiny new frogs leaping out 
of our reflections as we lay on our stomachs drinking from a 
hidden spring that bubbled out of the bronze of fields in fall. 
"This is real," he told me. "Like what I base my life on-the 
rock-religion, God in all of it." 
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One day over lunch on the grass just outside my studio at 
V C U ,  Paul had said, "I always thought that my work- 
painting-was the most important thing for me. But now I 
know that loving one person and having it two-way is by far 
the most significant thing in my life." He liked hearing about 
my husband of thirty-four years. He sometimes brought David 
to visit, knowing I would like him. We all became pals, and 
Paul became a first degree Mason. 

Gradually, starting in 1984, I became increasingly aware of 
Paul's being not well. He continuccl to be optimistic, filling his 
time with painting and with David. He sent me postcards- 

one a golden Madonna with a 
manger scene in her crown, and on 
the back: " 'The heart is the toughest 
part of the body Tenderness is in 
the hands.' -Carolyn Forche. xxxx 
Paul." 

In January 1985, a call came- 
not from Paul but from David. Paul 
had had surgery and been in inten- 
sive care for two days. He had lym- 
phoma, well advanced. Only then 
did I learn how sick Paul had been. 
I told my journal: "Since summer, 
stomach pains, diarrhea, bleeding, 
pale. Had been in the hospital all 
last week for tests. Couldn't be diag- 
nosed without surgery. CT scan 
alarming-a mass. An aggressive 
tumor in the small intestine. He'll 
have to have chemo. . . ." 

Then on 25 March: "Paul is 
better! Called tonight, talked for 
much more than the scant three or 
so minutes last week. Even laughed. 
Fever down, still on strong IV an- 
tibiotics, but sounded so much 
stronger. Oh, am I glad. Whole 
evening changed." 

The battle raged all year, and by 
October David was telling me how the cancer had filled Paul, 
bloating his insides, taking over his spine, obliterating his head 
and spirit. Yet never a word about AIDS. Every time I had 
talked to Paul, he said, "I'm going to be okay, Emma Lou." His 
last postcard to me ended with, "I hope to be back to Ragdale 
in the winter to paint." 

Then on Sunday night my family knew I was womed. I had 
his card turned up on my Rolodex, ready to call the hospital. I 
was going to be in Chicago the next week, and I planned to 
surprise Paul with a visit. But David was on the line when I 
picked up the phone. "I was just going to call you," I said. 

David told me, "Paul said, 'Emma Lou will call.' " 
"I'm coming to Chicago on Thursday," I said. "Shall I come 

right now!" 
"No, he won't know you. He's in a coma. But he wants you 

to have the paintings, the Stations of the Cross. He said that 
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over and over." 
I knew He had told me be- 

fore. 
I missed Paul's memorial by 

one day, held in St. Sebastian's 
Church. He was thirty-four, the 
age of my oldest daughter. My 
sixty-first birthday was the day 
before, recalling his gift to me 
the year we met. The small an- 
cient silver box embossed with a 
rose still sat on the dresser in our 
room at home; the white box he 
had inscribed: "Happy birthday 
1983, Emma Lou, with mucho 
love, Paul." 

On 26 October 1985: "David 
met my plane, took me to the big 
blue Victorian house. . . . Paul's 
studio spread with canvas over 
hard wood, four paintings, oils, 
brushes neat on a table, won- 
derful sight. Hard to see, but so 
glad I did. David's map of rivers 
on his wall. . . . David and I both 
had trouble when he handed me 
the printed program of the 
memorial I missed. . . ." On one 
page, from poet Phillips Brooks, 
Episcopal bishop: 

Do not pray for an easy life, 
Pray to be a stronger 

person. 
Do not pray for tasks equal 

to your powers, 
Pray for powers equal to 

your tasks. 
Then the doing of your 

work shall be no miracle, 
But YOU shall be a miracle. 

Also, David opened the 
Chicago Tribune from the Sunday 
before, when Paul was in the 
coma. A centerfold spread was 
headlined: "High-rise Artistry 
with an Italian Accent." And 
below, "Three large paintings by 

The First Station 

These paintings are an indentijcntion with death and life. Paul Fini used 
the stations as a skeletal structure to help identify with his own pain. 

- .  

Chicago artist pail ~ i n i . "  
"I tried to tell him, to show him," David said. '<It would have David and I kept in touch. The summer of 1988, his bad 

made him real happy" news came. He had been diagnosed with pneumocystis camii 
He showed me where the Stations still lay under the bed. pneumonia, most often associated with AIDS. He tried to reas- 

"I'll box them and ship them to you as soon as I can let them sure himself and me in his letter. "Emma Lou, all I can say is, 
go," he said. "I'll have to keep most of this pretty much the right now I look and feel the best that I have in a long time. . . . 
same, at least for now." I am not frightened . . . I think that I am going to be around for 
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a while yet. . . . My friends are being very supportive. I've 
joined a support group that works with healing and living 
(and not dymg) ." 

In that group, he reported later, he asked himself, "What 
does the Lord want me to do?" His answer to himself: "Be en- 
couraging to people who have AIDS." David not only sought 
spiritual strength in the gospel singing he loved, but had in- 
surance, an attentive doctor, and aggressive medical treatment. 
Still, november 1995 by november 1995, his condition wors- 
ened. 

As 1990 began, he wrote: "I'm not feeling as well as 1 once 
did. I have to do anything I have to do in the morning. I feel 
like being with people, but 
they don't come around 
any more. Everyone hates 
to see people deterio- 
rate. . . . Six to twelve 
friends-not all close- 
have died. People now are 
afraid of me-even to 
drive me home. No one 
can ever talk about the real 
thing. . . ." 

By May he called to say 
he had spent a november 
1995 in Florida with his 
parents, felt good though 
still tired, and looked for- 
ward to tryng a new medi- 
cine. He said he had mus- 
tered the courage to send 
me the paintings. Only a 
few people had seen them. 

The Stations arrived, 
rolled and mailed in a tall 
box. I unpacked them and 
looked at them one at a 
time spread out on our 
king-size bed. The same 
awe. What in the world 
would I do with them? 

David's AIDS now took a 
deadly grip on him. His 
mothkr came to Chicago to 
care for him as his pain and confusion intensified. Paul's par- 
ents came to visit. On 14 October, David told me on the 
phone,'"I feel okay, but I lost my mother a couple of days ago. 
She had not been sick but she fainted in the hall, and died be- 
fore the paramedics got here-of a ruptured aorta. She's taken 
care of me and everything for the past six november 1995s." 

He sounded empty. Emotion seemed to have deserted him 
like so much else. He would go to Florida with his father. He 
wanted to send me more of Paul's paintings, but didn't have 
the strength. 

By Christmas David was in the hospital with pneumonia, 
delirious, thinking he was on the river. His brother closed 

they don 
.any frienc 
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down the Chicago apartment and sent Paul's paintings to a sec- 
ondhand store. Finally, down to one hundred pounds, David 
died in a nursing home. No memorial for now, his father said. 
Later he might send "his remains" to Chicago to his mother's 
grave. 

SPEAK OF REVERENCE FOR  BEING^ 

"Hi, this is David," your answer machine said again, 
your voice rich as when you were in radio. 
"I can't answer the phone right now, 
but leave your message, and I'll get back to you 
as soon as I can." I knew you were dead. 
The AIDS that killed Paul there in Chicago 
had swept you away too. 
No more rivers to pilot, 
Haitian children to take toys to, 
gospel sing-alongs to lead. No more loneliness. 
"No, 't come now. When you've seen 
SO m ;Is die, you can't stand to be in on one more." 
Why CVULUII L there have been a Paul for you? 
There. Constant. Attending to your thirst, 
finding help for your pain. 
Five years almost to the day 
since your voice called to say, "He's gone, he's well." 
Paul, my psychic painter friend, 
who knew like you about worship. 
You were 35, he not quite. Your mothers, 52, both. 
Your best day when you let each other meet, 
mothers, fathers, sons beloved, attentive to the end. 
What blood must I let to tell my sunny world 
the aching bleakness of my tears? 

- E h W  LOU THAYNE 

D AVID was gone. Paul's other paintings were gone. I 
ended a poem: "What blood must I let to tell my 
sunny world / the aching bleakness of my tears?" 

Yet, standing beside my bed, rolled up in the tall box as 
David had sent them, fourteen paintings pulsed with blood 
and light. Somewhere they had to be hung and seen in se- 

quence, all of them visible 
at once, their power incre- 
mental from one to the 
next. 

Why left to me? I 
wonder. But then, I know: 
To be a bridge between his 
world and mine. To be seen 
as a vehicle for under- 
standing-not only the 
paintings and the Stations, 
their significance, but the 
painter and his signifi- 
cance. The significance of 
the pain and the loss of a 
Paul or a David. And the 
impetus to contribute to 
what might have saved one 
or both. 

As time passed, I re- 
called the most puzzling 
thing Paul Fini had pre- 
dicted during that Tarot 
reading when we were 
hardly acquainted: "You 
and I are going to do some- 
thing together, Emma Lou. 
Maybe you'll write words 
for my paintings." 

And so, out of the night 
and in on the wonder that 
moved and compelled him, 

I have. And I wait to see where Paul and his paintings will find 
their way 

THE PROCESS, THE MAGIC, THE EVENT 
Discovering the significance of the pain and the loss ofa 

Paul o r  a David, and the impetus to contribute to 
what might have saved one o r  both. 

L AST summer she called, Merline Learning, whom I 
knew best as a distinguished interior designer, someone 
I'd consulted for decades about furnishings that would 

outlast fads and the wear of a household of eight. Now she 
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said, "I want to take you to lunch with Gary Collins next week. 
I think you'd like each other." 

Not knowing Merline's skills of imagination in realms other 
than design, I was surprised but intrigued. Of course I'd like to 
meet Gary Collins, painter of repute, tennis player friend of my 
fifth son-in-law His painting livened the jacket of my most re- 
cent book of poems, Things Happen, Poems of Survival. Though 
the choice of his vibrance and color had been mine through 
my publisher, I'd barely met him. And Merline was right, as I 
learned she usually is. We all liked each other-a lot. 

We talked art, our acquaintance with it, our histories, and 
the worlds we occupied. During dessert I found myself telling 
the story of Paul and his paintings. They were fascinated, 
wanted to see them. How about sometime after summer? 

In September 1 called, left messages on their busy machines. 
Three weeks later we managed to meet on a Friday aftemoon 
at 3:30, after their work. Merline and Gary came to our house 
as anything but strangers, interested in every picture and me- 
mento of thirty-six years of our eight people growing up and 
away from there. Wrapped in our talk, we took an hour to get 
to the bedroom where Paul's paintings had lived for more than 
two years. The light was bad in the dusk that had taken over 
the windows and two frail lamps meant to soften, not illumi- 
nate. The paintings took care of the illumination. As did the 
viewers. Gary and Merline brought their practiced eyes to 
what I had seen and not seen before, exulted in what they saw 

Before they left, an hour late for other places to be, we were 
participants in some coming together that would take the 
paintings from our bedroom on a journey none of us could 
that night have anticipated, not even vaguely imagined. I gave 
them copies of the story I'd written about how the paintings 
came to me. They each said they wanted to think. 

Another meeting. Now with Gary's thoughts about framing 
and display and Merline bringing friends, experts to see and 
plan. Merline had me read them my story of the paintings. 

Ray Kingston, renowned architect and recent meinber of 
the National Endowment for the Arts in Washington admitted 
later he had come expecting to see "The Emperor's New 
Clothes." He had seen too much emotion flung on a canvas 
and trylng to pass for art. By the next meeting he had plans for 
the paintings to be exhibited nationwide. 

I had contacted patrons of the arts and invited Kristin Reis, 
a physician who cares for AIDS patients, to see the paintings. 
Kristin, who wanted to but could not come that day, said to 
call Sister Linda at Holy Cross Hospital, another person fa- 
miliar with AIDS. She couldn't come either, but said she would 
have someone at my house. 

On that Friday afternoon, Greg Pedroza stood at my front 
door. With an undergraduate degree in fine arts and a master's 
in theology, he was ecumenical advisor for Catholic parishes in 
our area. He had left St. Vincent's that aftemoon telling his of- 
fice that he would be "about half an hour-some lady has 
some Stations she wants me to see." An hour early, he could 
see the paintings alone as I turned them over on the bed. Awe 
struck, he explained what had mystified the rest of us, a cross 
here, a grid there, lines, margins, thickness of color. He could 

have been Paul Fini himself. By coincidence his parish had 
been explicating the Stations of the Cross for Lent. Just that 
week he had written about them. He would end up reading his 
reflections as part of the program to launch the exhibit. 

Our newly convened group heard his feelings about the 
paintings, absorbed them, and him. His church just happened 
to have a hall adjoining it, where fourteen very large paintings 
could be seen. He'd talk to Father Davich. 

The following week Greg called me to say that a cousin of 
his, pan of a Catholic/Mormon family in Orem, had died of 
AIDS and that the family had opted to put the cause of death in 
his obituary-not a usual thing. From all over Utah County 
calls came thanking them for their courage. "We've lived with 
this secret"; "What a brave thing to do for all of us," were typ- 
ical responses. The young man who died was a great-great 
grandson of Wilford Woodruff, fourth president of the LDS 
church. Greg said that his extended family wanted to finance 
the framing of the paintings, all of them. 

For our first meeting at St. Vincent's, in her borrowed van, 
Sherrill Sandherg of the Utah Arts Council picked me up with 
the paintings, one of them now framed in Plexiglass under 
Gary's and Merline's direction and too big to fit in my car. We 
unrolled and spread the huge paintings out on the floor-all 
together for the first time since Easter ten years before at VCU. 
Again awe. A whole new experience. But how to display them? 

Ideas flowed. Ray, the architect, designed an easel from 
which a painting could be exhibited. Richard Fetzer, master 
cabinet maker, translated his drawing into a ten foot tall 
wooden cross fit together like a Chinese puzzle. 

A teacher of art history and esteemed volunteer and creator 
of beauty, June Nebeker's ideas for flowers, music, understate- 
ment-her specialties-blended with others'. 

Kelly Chopis of the Utah AIDS Foundation brought her zest 
and agenda, the zest exactly right, the agenda an impossibility 
Our group had come together by wondrous chance and indi- 
vidual choice and we were not to be rushed or fit into a 
schedule. Her director, Robert Austin, understood, and both 
were astounded when we told them the paintings and the 
easels would be donated to the AlDS Foundation to travel to 
other exhibits. She and Robert would try to arrange to have 
them go with part of the AIDS quilt. 

From SOS Temporary Services came sensitive and efficient 
Wendy Adamson and Marcia Hooley, whose brother had died 
of AlDS and whose Pedroza family was sponsoring the framing. 
They offered to make flannel envelopes for the framed paint- 
ings to protect them when stored or traveling. Where would 
we find funding? It would come; no one doubted. 

The weekend of 12 March 1993, during the biggest storm 
in East Coast history, I was away conducting a creativity work- 
shop in the heart of the storm with my friend Colleen Makin 
M7cst in Miami. She talked about differences between Western 
and Eastern problem solving. In Western philosophy, we tend 
to stop, survey the problem, try to think our way through it. In 
Eastern philosophy, when a problem arises, the mind becomes 
like water, flowing around the obstacle undeterred, leaving it 
behind, and continuing to flow. Wondering how we might 
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light the paintings in a huge vaulted hall with only fluorescent 
ceiling lights, I told this to our group. We laughed and became 
water. Lighting would come from candles on a shelf at the 
base of each painting hanging from its cross. No one's sugges- 
tion or decision but everyone's, the mystique of the paintings 
and the process was as flowing as the way we came together. 

In the framing, now four inches beyond the paintings, Paul 
Fini's penciled titles of the Stations were lost. Gary Collins, 
never without ideas and inspiration, would imitate Paul's 
writing, enlarge it, and have it blown into the base of the frame 
to identify each painting. His son, John Collins, would design 
invitations, a hundred for each of us to send to our so different 
"constituencies." 

Kim Duffin, expert in exhibits, assistant director of the Salt 
Lake City Arts Council, began meeting with us. He master- 
minded the reproduction of the story of the paintings, to be 
mounted like the Stations, to acquaint visitors with how they 
came to be. 

Advertising executive Skip Branch joined us, offered to 
handle media coverage and put out a brochure to send home 
with each viewer of the exhibit. Greg's contemporary interpre- 
tations of the Stations created for Lent would be included. 
Newspapers, TV, radio, all became intrigued and sent re- 
porters. 

Finally, tongue-tied from trying to explain the paintings or 
the exhibition process to reporters, even in a written press re- 
lease. I asked Ray Kingston to tell me why he had found in 
Paul's Stations so much more than "The Emperor's New 
Clothes." He told me what would also be in the brochure, 
what I never could have verbalized myself: 

These paintings are an identification with death and - 
life, a progression toward complexity intensity 

Ethereal, they are like sketches of Paul Fini's mind, 
attitudes that may not be interpreted the same by any 
two people. 

The act of his painting them is the important thing, 
his expression around a very painful experience. He 
uses the Stations as skeletal structure to what he was 
feeling, to coincide with something meaningful, sig- 
nificant, to help identify with his own pain. 

The whole experience includes the story and tran- 
scends the paintings themselves. More than visual, it 
speaks privately to each of us and, if we allow it, 
moves us to a different place. 

May that different place include understanding of one an- 
other and coming together. In the peace and harmony of trav- 
eling toward this event, I spent Easter in my Morman church 
resounding with the truth that He is risen. The next night, I 
was elevated in a beautiful Catholic church by an overflow 
gathering of diversity and understanding, many segments of 
our Salt Lake Valley brought together. Surely this is what 
Christ intended when he said, "Love one another as I have 
loved you." (John 13:34.) 

To these people, the generosity of others and their offerings 
(the funds did come), and to this whole joyous process, I am 
beyond grateful. 

Paul, I have been simply the messenger. Your paintings and 
you have found a home. P 

NOTES 

AUTHOR'S NOTE: Greg Pedroza continued instrumental in our introducing the 
paintings in July, 1994, at a conference of the National Catholic HIV/AIDS Ministry 
at Loyola University Lake Shore Campus in Chicago. There, nearly 400 health care 
and charities directors, care takers, clinicians, priests and nuns (only a few not in 
lay attire) gathered with AIDS patients "to feed the mind as well as soothe the weary 
spirit." De Paul University will be next to offer the paintings to the same end. Paul 
and Chicago are together again. 

In 1996 the paintings will accompany the world premiere of a High Mass com- 
missioned by the Washington National Cathedral lor the occasion of a visit from 
an archbishop. Award-winning choral composer Rich Smith has set the program 
notes of the Stations of the Cross to a musical score that can be performed either at 
worship services or as a concert. 

With grateful acknowledgement to gifts of spirit, talent, and means from: 
Merline Learning. Gary Collins, Ray Kingston, Greg Pedroza, June Nebeker, Skip 
Branch, Kim Duffin, Sherrill Sandberg. Marcia Hooley. Wendy Adamson. Kelly 
Chopis, and Robert Austin. 

1. The Stations are: (1) Pilate condemns Jesus to die. (2) Jesus accepts his 
cross. (3) Jesus falls the first time. (4) Jesus meets his mother. (5) Simon helps 
cany the cross. (6) Veronica wipes the face of Jesus. (7) Jesus falls the second time. 
(8) Jesus speaks to the women. (9) Jesus falls the third time. (10) Jesus is stripped 
of his garments. (11) Jesus is nailed to the cross. (12) Jesus dies on the cross. (13) 
Jesus is taken from the cross. (14) Jesus is laid in the tomb. 

2. Emma Lou Thavne. Once in lsrael (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University 
Press, 1980). 

3. Emma Lou Thayne, in Things Happen, Poems ojSuivival (Salt Lake City: 
Signature Books, 1991). 

THE COIN OF DESTINY 
You are more than a moth of thought 
Flitting about my head or a bird far out to sea 
That will never perch in my hand. 
In the dark wet caverns of night 
You are a coin of destiny 
With the stamp of generations etched 
Upon your forehead and palms. 
Ghost of a girl's fervent dreams, 
You raise your webbed hands to the night 
And sleep to the sound of amniotic waters. 
Does your father's voice reverberate like 
Distant thunder flung across the sky? 
You terrify me with a love rooted 
In the word God spoke on the First Day 
My breasts ache with milk and longing, 
Longing to see your face 
And trace the lifeline 
Across your smooth, fragile palms. 

-CARA O'SULLIVAN 
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